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The Railway at Hook Norton

Undated postcard.
The Station Hotel is in the background; the men on the platform have not been identified.

Early branch lines
By the mid-1850s, most of the main railway lines in Britain had been built.
Businessmen in towns not on this network were beginning to realise they were at a
serious disadvantage. In the Hook Norton region, both the Great Western Railway’s
(GWR) major branch line to the East from Oxford via Banbury to Birmingham and the
more westerly Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway (OWWR), had finally
been completed—though in the case of the OWWR only after major financial and
legal disputes and even physical battles.
However, this left the northern Cotswolds isolated. Chipping Norton had a
flourishing textile industry with a modern coal-fired mill. But getting coal from the
mines involved costly transhipment at the nearest railhead on the Oxford-Worcester
line. William Bliss, the mill owner, had foreseen this and had tried, unsuccessfully, to
persuade the OWWR to build a branch line to Chipping Nortonfrom their then
uncompleted line. After the OWWR opened, the worthies of Chipping Norton tried
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again, this time by projecting their own railway company. Raising the finances for
the construction was not too difficult, it was mostly supplied by the contractor, Peto,
but getting and operating trains needed the co-operation of the major companies. At
the time the OWWR and the GWR were engaged in bitter battle in the “Gauge War”
which delayed the negotiations (Brunel and GWR favouring broad gauge, the
Stephensons and most railway companies favouring narrow gauge). Eventually in
1846 this was settled in favour of narrow gauge, and the Act for the branch was
passed in 1854. Construction proceeded rapidly. In just less than a year the branch
was completed from a new station named Chipping Norton Junction on the OWWR
main line to an area below Chipping Norton conveniently near Mr Bliss's mill.
Hook Norton was still isolated. Although the nearest railhead was now
Chipping Norton but it was probably easier to get to Banbury, and Banbury was on a
main line. Encouraged by the success of the Chipping Norton venture, a western
branch was proposed from the Junction to Bourton-on-the Water with a possible,
somewhat speculative, extension to Cheltenham. It was opened in 1861 as a
branch from Chipping Norton Junction to Bourton, with an intermediate station at the
foot of the hill near Stow-on-the Wold.

A through route?
There matters rested for some time with a few trains a day trundling up and down
each branch between their terminuses and the Junction, with one or two going right
through to Oxford. But in the mid-19th century fortunes could be made, or lost, from
speculation in railway schemes. The white space on the maps of the Northern
Cotswolds proved a great temptation and from the 1860s onwards many schemes
were proposed to join the two branches to make a North-East to South-West through
route. These usually involved joining the existing lines to Banbury in the east and
Cheltenham in the west, often with connections to other real or speculative lines.
The Banbury & Cheltenham Direct (B &CD) was one such scheme, proposed
in 1872. “Direct” was a relative term, given the undulating terrain and the
questionable need for a link between Banbury and Cheltenham. What probably
whetted more interest in this scheme than previous ones was the discovery of ironore deposits, particularly around Hook Norton as well as at Bloxham and Adderbury.
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This was late in the day for a new railway and much effort was needed to persuade
investors to contribute the capital. In fact much was raised locally while the major
railway companies stood back and waited to see if the scheme succeeded. Early
forecasts by the projectors predicted an 8% return on an unrealistically small capital
even after paying the GWR half the receipts for operating the line.

Map by Brian Clay: from Somewhere Along the Line.
Courtesy: HNLHG.

Construction
An original, easier, route was to pass through Swerford, but the final route came
through Hook Norton in order to exploit the iron-ore field. This more difficult route
involved major engineering works, which proved much more extensive and more
costly than estimated. In contrast to the earlier branches, the extensions took 14
years to complete; four contractors came and went and the costs soared. Even early
on the revised estimates were three times the original. The works were scaled back:
wide tunnels to anticipate double-track working, two-way junctions at both ends and
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a direct link between the branches at Chipping Norton Junction were soon
abandoned. The work progressed slowly and the company could earn no revenue
until completion. To speed up construction, two expensive viaducts and a tunnel
were authorised at Hook Norton to replace earthworks on the difficult route between
Hook Norton and Chipping Norton. The viaducts had respectively five and eight
spans of 100 foot iron girders supported on massive stone piers standing 60-85 feet
above the valleys. Yet again, more debenture stock had to be issued to raise the
extra capital needed.

The southern viaduct in the 1920s: with men harvesting in the foreground.
Photo: Packer Collection
© Oxfordshire History Centre, Ref. D243255a

The western section, between Bourton and Cheltenham, proved equally
difficult and costly. In addition to crossing the hills, the line had to negotiate a route
into Cheltenham, which was already served by well-established railways. Eventually
this section opened in 1881 and was worked, reluctantly, by the GWR. Later this
section was joined at Andoversford by an equally speculative new North-South line
from Cirencester, also projected as a “missing link”.
In the meantime, work had stopped on the Banbury-Chipping Norton section
in 1879. Yet more capital had to be raised and new contactors engaged.
Prospectuses showed the enticing prospect of a short link connecting the vast iron
ore deposits of North Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire to the iron-working areas of
South Wales. By 1884 the line between Kings Sutton, where the Banbury and
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Cheltenham Direct left the GWR, and Hook Norton was more or less complete but
there was still much work to do on the viaducts on the route to Chipping Norton.
After further problems with contactors and after yet more capital had been raised, the
viaducts were completed. Four hundred men had worked for four years on the Hook
Norton section; and two men had been killed when a temporary gantry fell.
Finally the line was completed and inspected by the Board of Trade in
October 1886. The GWR had agreed to operate the line for a share of the receipts
as they were already doing on the western section. But many small details, mainly
concerning safety, had to be sorted out to their satisfaction before the line could
open in April 1887. Shortly afterwards ironstone from East End, Hook Norton, began
to be transported to South Wales.

The southern viaduct with the Brymbo ironworks separator in the background.
Photo: Henry Simms, Packer Collection
© Oxfordshire History Centre, Ref. D243340a

The GWR
While the B &CD was building through Hook Norton, the mighty GWR had been
waiting in the wings. A major railway such as the GWR made its profits from its main
lines. A branch might be built if the financial case seemed sound or to prevent a
competitor infringing on the natural “territory” of the company. A more normal
process was for local capital to build a branch and then let the major company
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operate it for a share of the revenue. This left the major company able to organise
the traffic over the line or over an alternative routes as it saw fit. All too often the
building costs would bankrupt the local company, which would be forced to sell to the
only bidder. This was the case for the B &CD, which was bought by the GWR after
protracted negotiations in 1897. The price was £450,000, about a quarter of the
existing B &CD capital. Preference and Debenture shareholders got most of this
money. The ordinary shareholders received £2 per £100 of their stock.
In spite of the dreams of the original proprietors, the new line was far from a
being major artery. It was single track except at some stations. It had steep
gradients and weight and speed restrictions in many places. Even so, the GWR
showed it as a main line on their route maps. This was justified by a single express
service they operated in conjunction with the Great Central and North Eastern
Railways, which ran between Newcastle and Hull in the North East and Cardiff and
Newport in South Wales. It was somewhat grandiloquently dubbed the Ports-toPorts Express.

Barry to Newcastle Express at Hook Norton in about 1906
Photograph: Packer Collection © Oxfordshire History Centre,

The GWR made some improvements to the line. The westernmost section
out of Cheltenham was doubled, involving widening a major viaduct and tunnel at
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Dowdeswell. The easternmost section was doubled as far as Adderbury. And in
1905 a link was put in at Chipping Norton Junction to give a direct connection
between the two halves and avoid a reversal at the station. The station was later
renamed Kingham.
However, the line basically remained a country branch line with never more
than half a dozen passenger trains and a couple of freight trains each day. In fact it
was more like two separate branch lines, with few through trains between the east
and west sections. Passengers from Hook Norton usually had to change at Banbury
or Kingham if they wanted to go to anywhere further afield, even to Cheltenham.
The promised ironstone traffic did materialise, and connections were built to quarries
at several places between Adderbury and Hook Norton. A large processing plant
was erected outside Hook Norton coal was brought in the opposite direction to fuel it.
The ironstone was not extracted in the quantity envisaged, and much went to the
Brymbo works in North Wales rather than to South Wales, contrary to earlier
expectations.
The line was operated by a collection of more or less antique rolling stock. In
later years, local passenger trains were single carriage push-pull, with the engine
controlled from a special autocoach in one direction. Freight trains went from station
to station dropping off and picking up wagons as they went. The wagons or their
contents were transferred to other trains at either end.
The infrastructure to handle this traffic was quite considerable. Each station
was built and staffed with ticket offices, waiting rooms, shelters and toilets, but
curiously, to modern eyes, few footbridges between platforms. In addition, there
were signal boxes and goods sheds at each station, which had to be manned. Every
train had a driver, fireman and guard. Routine maintenance of the track and
structures needed permanent work gangs, and incidents such as the regular
collapses in cuttings called for even more men to be brought in. Even at Victorian
rates of pay it is difficult to see how the line ever covered its costs. There must have
been more staff than passengers at many station stops.
Nevertheless the line proved useful during the two world wars because of its
access to the local ironstone. The quarries themselves were only marginally
profitable and had declined before both wars, only to be re-developed during the war
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years. In addition, during the Second World War, any line, however difficult to work,
could be useful as a diversionary route.

Closure
The early twentieth century saw increasing competition from cheaper and more
flexible road transport. Marginal country routes became hopelessly uneconomic in
spite of attempts to generate traffic from unattended halts such as at Rollright. After
the disruption following the war and nationalisation had settled down a bit, passenger
service was withdrawn between Banbury and Chipping Norton in 1951. Following a
landslide near the Hook Norton Tunnel, goods service was also withdrawn in 1958.
This section of line between Chipping Norton and Kings Sutton did not even appear
on Dr Beeching`s closure maps of 1962. Although the original 1859 section from
Kingham to Chipping Norton was shown, it was only as a candidate for closure.
This, together with the western section, happened for passengers in 1962, while the
goods service ceased in 1969.
Following closure, the scrap men moved in and any valuable material,
particularly metal components of track and bridges, was removed. The girders of the
Hook Norton viaducts were blown up, leaving the stone piers we see today. Other
structures remained for some time. The buildings at Hook Norton station were
demolished early, reputedly by mistake but the station was built on wrought iron
girders which were valuable scrap. Bloxham station vanished under a housing
estate. Adderbury remained long enough to be photographed in colour but has now
gone. A solitary platform shelter from the B&CD survives at Kings Sutton station.
However, many brick and stone structures were left as it was pointless to destroy
them. These are mainly bridges such as that over the railway cutting on the road to
Swerford. The Hook Norton tunnel is still there, although it is bricked up at both
ends. The cuttings up to the tunnel show evidence of the problems of keeping the
line open faced with the unstable geology and limited maintenance. Most of the
track bed is still traceable if sometimes inaccessible. Some, such as at Bloxham,
has been swallowed up by housing, some by commerce as in Chipping Norton and
Adderbury, and some has returned to agriculture. Sections by Swerford road and
Swerford Park are designated nature reserves. In 2012 approval was given for
houses to be built on the old station embankment by Austins Way at Hook Norton.
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Mature trees now cover much of the rest of the route. The railway at Hook Norton
will soon have been closed for longer than it was open.

The Present and Future?
In 2015, Kingham station, formerly Chipping Norton Junction station, remains
in service on the London Paddington to Worcester line. Trains run hourly; the
journey to London takes 1 ½ hours. The station, nine miles distant, is little used by
Hook Norton residents. Banbury station, a similar distance away, has direct services
to Manchester and the north-west, to the north-east up to Newcastle and Edinburgh,
and to the south coast through Reading. More importantly, since the completion of
major upgrading by Chiltern Railways in 2012, there has been a half-hourly fast
service to London Marylebone or to Birmingham taking just under an hour to either
city. Some Hook Norton residents commute daily to work in those cities, parking
their cars at Banbury station.
© Richard Chalmers
October 2015
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